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YOUR OPINION 
Framing NATO's Engagement with China
Walter L. Christman: A military relationship between NATO and China
is unthinkable. Or is it? Albert Einstein once said, “If at first the idea is
not absurd, then there is no hope for it.” It is time to examine possible
modalities for transatlantic engagement with China in response to
emerging global threats.
In mid-November 2010, Chinese Ambassador HE Yafei gave the keynote address launching the
"Global Challenges Forum" in Geneva, Switzerland (see here). There, he described how the line
between national and international issues had become blurred, requiring a new approach to
international security as we entered the new millennium. "Global challenges need global solutions,"
declared Ambassador HE, "no country can handle these challenges single-handedly, no matter
how powerful that country is." It was time, Ambassador HE concluded, for "a new global
partnership."
But what kind of "new global partnership"? International agreements exist today that have brought
nations together in the interest of mutual security for a long time. Yet these organizations have
tended to form among limited sets of actors within specific regions, especially in tandem with the
powers of North America and Western Europe. NATO is a paramount example: formed as a
regional security alliance among "North Atlantic" nations, it is now stretched to provide collective
security in increasingly far removed and troubled areas of the world, such as Afghanistan, and
carries out those tasks in collaboration with partners "across the globe." While transatlantic
cooperation, through organizations such as NATO, is the most robust on the planet, it is
nevertheless limited in its ability to address the complex and multiplying challenges springing up
around the globe: challenges from terrorism, nuclear proliferation, and piracy to humanitarian relief,
resource scarcity, cyber security, and even economic stability. A global partnership to address
global security challenges, rather than a series of limited regional partnerships, must improve our
capacities to address the challenges of the 21st century. The modalities of global partnership, from
all angles, should be examined carefully.
One of the principal features of the new century - the rising prominence of a re-invigorated China -
offers a hint of what new partnerships are possible. Transatlantic outreach to China serves a
number of important goals in international relations, but perhaps most importantly, it offers a vast
new array of both human and material resources to counter the new century's endemic problems.
China's re-emergence as an influential actor on the global stage is a welcome opportunity for
improved global governance.
At the same time, on the North American side of the Atlantic there are those who constantly remind
us that the 21st century is the "Pacific Century," that the United States and Canada are Pacific
powers, and thus need to prioritize in that direction. There is a rising need for Atlanticists to
challenge this argument, which is posed mostly by Asian specialists in academia and government.
Their approach helps to create new dividing lines. It projects especially America's interests with
China into a very brittle framework (e.g., everything stops over who the Dalai Lama met with last
week). It is fundamentally unsound, in that it overlooks opportunities to strengthen China's security
dialogue and cooperative military engagement with the rest of the world through more neutral
venues for discourse.  Transatlantic engagement with China can provide that neutral venue. The
US-China bilateral security dialogue by comparison is much more prone to each side engaging in
self-referential hegemonic discourse in an echo chamber of mutual suspicion. Neither side comes
out ahead.
Building on the launch speech of the Global Challenges Forum in November 2010, a series of
transatlantic multi-stakeholder conferences in 2011-12 could be proposed to explore the
opportunities, realities, and means for creating closer transatlantic security cooperation with China.
This cooperation, viewed in light of its potential to improve the global response to shared
challenges, must address several issues:
First, what are the advantages or potential disadvantages of expanding transatlantic and Chinese
cooperation to each respective region? Second, in what specific ways might this cooperation be
advanced? In addition to the reasons working for or against increased cooperation, experts must
envision feasible means for establishing such cooperation. Four initial topics are suggested for
conference dialogue between security experts in the transatlantic region with colleagues from
China:
1. Establishing an enduring Track II academic dialogue among institutions in the transatlantic
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1. Establishing an enduring Track II academic dialogue among institutions in the transatlantic
security community with China concerning shared global challenges;
2. Exploring joint training modalities for NATO and China to prepare for peacekeeping and
peace support operations, with special attention to Africa;
3. Examining ways to deepen military cooperation for humanitarian aid operations and
maritime security, such as joint efforts in military medical and health diplomacy; and,
4. Linking NATO Partnership for Peace (PfP) training centers with opportunities to collaborate
on a wide array of topics with entities that might eventually be identified as collaboration
partners under the auspices of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO).
Ambassador HE's speech made clear that the Chinese are ready to acknowledge a new kind of
global cooperation. Is the West? In order to address the increasingly global nature of 21st century
security challenges, the transatlantic actors and the Chinese may mutually benefit from closer
cooperation. The international community must define new ways for pursuing cooperation and for
bringing these two important regions together. As Ambassador HE stated, "We need a new global
partnership that is more equal, that is more balanced, that has mutual and shared benefits. We
survive or we sink together."
Walter L. Christman is Associate Professor of Global Public Policy at the US Naval Postgraduate
School. 
Read related material from atlantic-community.org members:
Johanna Hasting & Diana Gierstorfer: Upgrading the Transatlantic Partnership
Editorial Team: Revitalizing NATO and Cooperation with Russia
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Felix F. Seidler, PhD Student (CAU Kiel), Blogger, Platinum
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Dear Mr. Christman,
First of all, thank you for this excellent article. 
Anyway, I agree with you that global partnerships are necessary to “address global security
challenges”. Furthermore, NATO and China have some sort of partnership potential. 
However, China is unlikely to welcome NATO engagement in Asia. Underlined by the growing
armament tensions between China and the US, Beijing will not embrace a Western military alliance
within its sphere of influence. Thus, all kinds of cooperation have to focus on specific policy fields. 
Lots of cyber-attacks have a Chinese origin. For example, in 2009 a major cyber-attack on 103
countries and NATO had a geographic starting point in China. Government´s involvement in such
cyber-attacks, however, can often hardly be verified. Furthermore, China increases its military´s
cyber operations and intelligence capabilities. Hence, China will not become one of NATO`s
partners in case of cyber. 
Contrary, I consider China to be a fellow for maritime security and terrorism and. Brussels and
Beijing share the interest of safe sea lanes. The Straits of Malacca and Hormuz are like the Gulf of
Aden, therefor, good examples. Of course, this may include maritime based disaster relief. On the
other hand, Chinese willingness for maritime cooperation faces limits. As the recent pictures of the
modernized Varjag aircraft carrier tremendously highlight, the People´s Liberation Army Navy
speeds up to become a full blue water navy. After China has become able to secure its interests by
itself, maritime cooperation with NATO may have lots its attraction. 
Like the West, China is affected by Islamist motivated terrorism. Although, there is some potential
for political and intelligence cooperation, China and NATO, surely, have different views about the
appropriate counterterrorism means and tactics. Due a lack of cameras and human rights groups
within its Western provinces, the People´s Liberation Army may use tactics NATO soldiers would be
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